1 This is how I met him.
I was filming on an island where it was summer in January. The tourists had returned to their countries, and the stands that sold to them were closed. We were the only strangers on the island. It was odd being there so long. We filmed eight weeks, and all that time we got no news. There weren't any papers. The director had a portable radio, but it received nothing we could understand. Once the BBC came in faintly and we heard there was a war over the Suez. A month later we heard a second broadcast. The war was not mentioned.
We supposed that it was over. The people of the island were fishermen, and the film was taken from their life.
Their island was rocky and small, large enough to support a few crops and the village. Another place with such intensity of light I've never known. Often I got up alone, while the sky was still without color, and walked down to the harbor. There you could see the whole village?white houses climbing the hillside, olive trees and small gardens, everything in a half light. Out to sea the sun pressed between water and sky and rose and poured down on the island so the shadows moved like living things; trapped and concentrated, set off, fired, like the colors of the island; everything burning with white light, and beautiful, in a glare so great we moved through the days as if we had been deafened.
The ocean was rough off the island. When storms came up men of the village were often caught out in their boats and sometimes lost at sea. The women knit heavy sweaters for their men, weaving into the breast the sign of each family, designs of leaves and chains, cables and vines, torches; so that if the men were drowned and found much later, their sweaters would identify them. But these deaths do not happen so often as they once did; the villagers make money from the tourists and don't fish in rough weather.
In the winter cruise ships go by, two miles out. The fishermen go to meet them. They stand precariously in motor launches holding up silk scarves that struggle with the wind. When a scarf breaks free the wind supports it briefly; then it touches the water and sinks in the swell. He sent me to a private school in Geneva when I was nine, and I stayed there until the war broke out.
In Geneva I liked only the mountains and the French master. I knew that I was not interesting in myself, but I had learned to say things that were interesting; and so I had long conversations with the French master who had brown eyes and wavy hair, and, my eyes, suddenly saw, fine black hairs on the back of During the hearing the AP reporter waited to catch me if I stepped out of the dormitory. I stayed in, and a cabal of girls arranged to relay to the AP man news of how I looked, what I had said, how I was feeling. Girls who had never spoken to me struck up conversations at the ironing boards.
My father sent me a note?uncommon circumstances require uncommon measures?and told me not to worry and not to say anything. I listened to his voice on the radio newsbroadcasts. He declared he believed none of his activities in conflict with his duties as a Senator. He embraced his shady dealings because he had to. But I thought there was relief, even pleasure, hidden in his voice; that for twenty years or more these were the days he had been preparing for.
The fourth day of the hearing I had a telephone call (the senior at the switchboard listened in) from an editor at LIFE. LIFE would pay me $2,000 for a photo interview. I agreed to it.
The reporter and the photographer drove up the next day in a rented car. The countryside was very green that day, and on the way to dinner the smell 
